1. Nanni Moretti
There is a scene in Nanni
Moretti’s 1998 film Aprile in
which the lead narrator and
character is suddenly
overwhelmed by the need to
communicate what, for years, he
has failed to communicate. Facing
the bathroom mirror, he ponders:
‘All the talks prepared and never
given… all the letters written and
left unsent… all the unsent
letters.’
He then imagines himself mounting a stepladder in Hyde Park’s speaker’s
corner in London, from where he proceeds to read out the numerous letters of protest
and complaint which he has been unable to send, and which have simply accumulated
over the years. In the film we see Moretti announcing the letter’s date and addressee
(often an Italian political party), reading the contents out loud, then distributing the
papers to bemused Londoners and tourists, urging the crowd to circulate the texts as
much as possible, for ‘everyone must know!’
The scene brilliantly displays a small act of folly in which the anti-hero gets to
finally dance his dance, defeating his own hesitation and fear; but there is also a soft
nihilism here, and a sense of inescapable paradox. In place of communicating with his
puzzled audience, Moretti is simply asking them to relieve him of his paper detritus:
more than a saying of the (previously) unsaid, there is a transfer of waste material
from one place to another, with the audience figuring as a kind of bin or dump for the
narrator’s wasted efforts. I wonder whether the act of shedding piles of unsent letters
is merely making room for more, which will later need another offloading. And I
wonder whether his public performance, far from being a challenge to the demon of
self-hesitation, is simply its fullest expression, the last stage in a cyclical economy of
accumulation, self-suffocation, and emptying.
Most of all, what Moretti’s scene reminds me of is that the act of production –
be it material or immaterial, artistic or intellectual – is primarily a production of
detritus. Whenever we make something (a talk, a text, a performance), we are
effectively producing waste and remains: ideas that are never developed, thoughts that
are not pursued, texts that are erased, put aside for “another time”, trashed. What
happens to all these things that we deem irrelevant (etymologically, ‘not light or
agile’)? What does one do with those countless documents, projects, bids, budgets,
and plans? Is it necessary to get hold of stepladders and head out to Hyde Park in
order to feel a little lighter, or are there other ways of dealing with (im)material
waste?
2. Marcel Bénabou
Let’s briefly imagine a pile of debris, a stack of unrealized ideas and projects
that needs to be sorted by size. First of all, there are the smaller fragments: sentences,
ideas, sketches, doodles, half-gestures, etc. They appear to be self-contained,

possessing no other purpose outside themselves, or perhaps they were meant for
works that never took place. Many of these fragments, for example the ones that
dwell inside old notebooks, carry a “reverse potentiality”: their electric charge seems
to be directed towards one’s past rather than one’s future.
Secondly we find slightly larger scraps, of a somewhat thicker consistency due
to being able to circulate discursively; these are those works and projects that had
some sort of beginning, and were then refused or thrown out. We might think of these
scraps as disposed of, gone, buried; but of course there is no such thing as a safe
burial, since detritus constitutes the very ground on which we stand.
Finally, the largest and heaviest items are the works that were fully developed,
perhaps even funded, marketed and exhibited, and then refused because of a
perceived failure or inadequacy; they can occupy for years a central seat in one’s
psychic theatre, as if silently directing all subsequent projects.i
All of which points to the unfinished and fundamentally non-disposable
qualities of refused works. I wonder how the act of sorting through one’s wasted
efforts might change their consistency. I think of the French writer Marcel Bénabou,
who only managed to write a single book in his lifetime: published in 1986, it was
titled Why I Have Not Written Any of My Books. In this case, his unrealized projects
were recuperated through narration, providing in turn an antidote to a lifelong writing
in-ability. As has been noted:
‘By describing in scrupulous and illuminating detail the multiple obstacles that
frustrated his lifelong desire to write a book-length literary work, the author
succeeds in reaching the goal that had so long eluded him […]: his failures as
a writer are what made his success possible.’ii
This is an example of how waste can be energized, or a perceived failure
turned around. I have not read Bénabou’s book, and I doubt I ever will: knowledge of
its existence constitutes a potential I do not wish to consume, much in the way that I
perceive the books on my shelves to “inform” me, even when I do not read them.
Unread books generate a sense of promise that I do not want to exhaust; I am engaged
with them because I do not open them, their closure is a kind of openness. By
repeatedly coming across their titles, year after year, these books surface continuously
in the mind, quietly installing themselves there, as if they were only meant to be
experienced as quasi-incantations.
In a similar vein, I wonder how one’s un-worked or refused ideas continue to
work, to haunt, to inform. What effect, for example, does an unrealized performance
have on one’s practice, on audiences that never experienced it, and on theatres that
never hosted it? What is the effect of that which is typically thought of as having no
effect?
What follow are two examples of work going to waste, drawn from my own
performance practice: the first is marked by self-hesitation and doubt, the other by
silence, rejection, and coincidence. Neither of these works were realized, and it is
precisely their non-occurrence that I wish to revisit, in the hope of re-activating the
detritus, or perhaps to simply get rid of it.

3. Augusto Corrieri
After successfully
applying for a residency,
in June 2009 I travelled to
Madrid to spend five
weeks alone in a dance
studio.iii Not wanting to
commit to making a
performance as such, the
task I set myself was
simply to spend time
there and see what might
emerge.
On most days I would go to the studio and work on fragments and small ideas,
often filming myself doing short sequences and watching them back later in the
evening. On one occasion, I filmed a two-minute sequence in which I practiced
speaking into a microphone like a ventriloquist, keeping my lips (and whole body) as
still as possible. Later that evening, as I went to watch the video footage, I realized I
had forgotten to switch the camera off: it had just kept on recording, resulting in
twenty-nine minutes of video. I pressed play: I began to watch myself, not knowing I
was being watched.
In the video, the performer (myself) tries the short ventriloquist sequence
several times, then gives up, then tries again; unable to really focus on the task, he
wonders around the studio and starts singing parts of a Nick Cave song. He paces up
and down, he speaks to himself, appears to get lost in thought, stares into nothingness,
and then returns, encouraging himself to keep going. He repeatedly looks at himself in
the large mirror in the studio, and performs a silly dance with his hands.
What is this video, I remember asking myself? Is it a performance of solitude,
of what happens when no audience is watching? More than producing or realizing
anything, the performer’s task here is simply to generate and sustain interest in his
own presence. And the way he does this is through endless distractions and
meanderings, comings and goings, half-actions and uncertainties. All of which are
very uninteresting to watch, until you realize that they are not meant to be watched.
I was only two weeks into this open-ended, non product-driven residency,
when I suddenly considered putting all my energies into making a new piece: could I
stage a choreography that was nothing but this lone performer’s half-hour studio
meanderings? Could the excess or waste material of the process (the off-cuts) become
“a show”?
Yes and yes. The live show could be nothing but me re-performing all these
actions, which I would learn precisely from the video. In this way, the accidental
would be framed as precise choreography. It would be a pedestrian show, the
haphazard turned intentional, the irrelevant given weight and substance merely
through re-enactment. It would have nothing to do with the “work in progress”
format, it would be more along the lines of the ready made, a “self-made ready-made”
if you will: a show whose primary material is entirely found, accidental, and
aesthetically uninteresting, yet also made by “me” i.e. bearing all the individual marks
of this author/maker/body.
I refused the idea out of hand that same evening. My task in Madrid, I thought
to myself, is not to make a show, especially not one that would most likely be on the

wrong side of unwatchable. So I continued with the task I had set myself: enduring
another three weeks of solitude inside a dance studio, pacing up and down, staring
into space and at my own image in the mirror.
One year later, as if to prove that what we discard always remains with us, the
same idea returned in full force, just as I was assembling an altogether different
performance. I suspended everything and considered, once again: can I stage a
choreography that is nothing but a lone performer’s half-hour studio meanderings?
Can the excess or waste material of a process (the off-cuts) become “a show”?
Yes and yes.
This time two weeks passed before I decided to once again refuse the concept
on the grounds of the performance being potentially unwatchable, flat and banal. In
retrospect, I suspect this had more to do with not wanting to renounce or challenge the
dramaturgical models I have come to associate with performance making as such.
What is more, it is precisely the unwatchable, flat, or seemingly banal works that I
often find the most attractive and daring. I wonder whether I might not want to return
to this twice-refused piece, precisely to the extent that it would necessitate stepping
into a place without a map, plan or ‘project proposal’. In which case, this text has
been nothing but a long press release, advertising a performance that is in the process
of being made. Coming soon to a theatre near you…
4. Pina Bausch
I have a folder in my computer entitled ‘Pina Bausch project’, dated
September 2006. It contains a performance proposal I wrote in response to a callout
issued by a festival in the North of Italy. The performance’s rather naff title was The
new dancers (homage to Pina Bausch), and the main body of the proposal reads as
follows:
‘This piece consists in precisely restaging iconic scenes from Pina Bausch’s
choreographic works, but performed entirely by a group of children.
The performers, aged between eight and ten, will retrace classic scenes by the
Wupperthal Tanztheater, taken from works such as Café Muller and Bluebeard.
The stage is entirely covered with small green leaves (instead of the brown and yellow
leaves of Bluebeard), together with small wooden chairs scattered here and there.
Standing in front of the audience, the six children (three girls, three boys) display a
foot, an arm, a neck, narrating numerous stories of how, across the years, these
various body parts have been injured, cut, and scarred in various ways: “this is from
the time I crashed my car into a tree in Bavaria”, “this is when I fainted whilst
running in the park”…
In another scene, a boy and a girl, standing one in front of the other, perform
a series of gestures and caresses, which little by little turn into forceful hugs, pushes
and falls to the ground. Another scene: accompanied by a Mozart aria, the boys apply
make-up to the girls whilst simultaneously expounding the girls’ qualities to the
audience: “Piano, violin, degree, English, French, Spanish, intelligent, strong, good
breast, a Chevrolet, a big house…”
The new dancers is a homage to Pina Bausch’s enquiries into theatre, the
disciplined body, and relations of power. It proposes a reflection on identity: how do
we relate, as an audience of adults, to a complex and challenging dance as performed
by a child? What can a nine-year old tell us about an experience or emotion that he

or she has not yet lived through, and therefore understood? The child-performers will
take on the strange role of narrators of the not-yet-lived, anticipators of life
experiences to come. If Pina Bausch’s dancers often narrate and re-enact episodes
from their own childhood, in The new dancers the child performers will be enacting
adults re-enacting children. In one scene (taken from the Bausch show 1980), a girl
stands on a chair to narrate the story of how, as a child, her father used to dress her
in the mornings: he would place her on the chair, comb her hair with great difficulty,
and then place the little dress on her; during her speech, in another part of the stage,
a boy-performer recreates in detail all the actions of the father…
In this way the show constructs new and strange identities, spaces of uncertainty.’
I never heard back from the festival organizers, so I took their silence as a
rejection. I did not let this dishearten me, and began researching and planning for the
project regardless.
At the end of 2006, I was surprised to discover that the project (or something
very similar to it) was in fact already in the process of being realized, and what is
more, by Pina Bausch herself. In the same way that Bausch had already re-staged her
iconic piece Kontakthof with senior performers (aged over 65), she now announced to
be working with young teenagers on a new re-staging of the work. There it was: a
much younger cast retracing the steps, gestures, and power relations of the adult
performers in a seminal piece of Tanztheater.
At first I tried to not let this strange coincidence scupper my plans, but
eventually I had to realize that, despite the obvious difference between children and
teenagers, my homage to Bausch had unwittingly been voided by Bausch herself. Or
perhaps: Bausch had relieved me of the task of paying homage to her work, so that I
could get on with other things.
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